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On the occasion of

The Bronberger

’s 13th birthday I’d like to tell you a secret. Over the yea

The short answer is that this is the wrong question. It’s the kind of question a bank would ask you o

The how-to’s are not important. You’ll figure them out as you go along. Natalie Ledwell from ‘Mind

I think one of the most important things is not to get scared when you cannot see the next step ahe

We typically say we’re in a fog when we feel muddled and unsure of which way to turn. Madisyn Ta

Mike Dooley agrees with the looking-within bit. He says that the “only way to get what you really wa

And the only way to know yourself, is to be yourself. And the only way to be yourself is to listen to your h

This doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t recognise the importance of looking without; of seeing other p

“The people you choose to surround yourself with can either inspire you to create new exciting realities

So, be mindful of who you spend time with. Watch how they frame what they believe in. Madisyn e

This appears to be two methods of expressing the same value, but being for something is way mor
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And of course this could be scary – if not for you, then for the people around you who might feel ch

“Wanting abundance without an exchange of services . . . is like wanting an aquarium without fish, a lea

It means that you have to be willing to work for your dream. No, not in the sense of the puritan wor

I’m not saying that hard work is going to guarantee financial success. Life coach Martha Beck says

She says that in her experience, two things combine to enable success. Freedom from fixed ideas,

Listen for that inner whisper, girlfriend. Listen closely. Then follow it.
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